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Mr. R. Dietch SEPB 
Vice President 
Nuclear Engineering and Operations 
Southern California Edison Company 
2244 Walnut Grove Avenue 
Post Office Box 800 
Rosemead, California 91770 

Dear Mr. Dietch: 

SUBJECT. TMI ACTION PLAN ITEM II.B.3, POST-ACCIDENT SAMPLING SYSTEM 
SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION, UNIT NO. I 

Enclosed is the NRC staff's evaluation of your December 3, 1982 submittal 
regarding the post-accident sampling system for San Onofre Nuclear 
Generating Station, Unit No. 1. The evaluation found that you meet nine 
of the eleven criteria in Item II.B.3 of NUREG-0737. A discussion 
of the open items (criterion 2 and criterion 10) is contained in the en
closed evaluation.  

We request that you address the open items within 45 days of the receipt 
of this letter.  

Sincerely, 

Original signed by 
Dennis M. Crutchfield, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #5 
Division of Licensing 
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Mr. R. Dietch 
Vice President 
Nuclear Engineering and Operations 
Southern California Edison Company 
2244 Walnut Grove Avenue 
Post Office Box 800 
Rosemead, California 91770 

Dear Mr. Dietch: 

SUBJECT. TMI ACTION PLAN ITEM II.B.3, POST-ACCIDENT SAMPLING SYSTEM 
SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION, UNIT NO. I 

Enclosed is the NRC staff's evaluation of your December 3, 1982 submittal 
regarding the post-accident sampling system for San Onofre Nuclear 
Generating Station, Unit No. 1. The evaluation found that you meet nine 
of the eleven criteria in Item II.B.3 of NUREG-0737. A discussion 
of the open items (criterion 2 and criterion 10) is contained in the en
closed evaluation.  

We request that you address the open items within 45 days of the receipt 
of this letter.  

Sincerely, 

kennlsAM.Crutch ld, Chief 
Operating Reactors Br nch #5 
Division of Licensing 

Enclosure: 
As stated 

cc w/enclosure 
See next page
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Southern California Edison Company 
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Harry B. Stoehr 
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California Department of Health 
ATTN: Joseph 0. Ward, Chief 

Radiation Control Unit 
Radiological Health Section 
714 P Street, Room 498 
Sacramento, California 95814 

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Region IX Office 
ATTN: Regional Radiation Representative 
215 Freemont Street 
San Francisco, California 94111 

John B. Martin, Regional Administrator 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region V 
1450 Maria Lane 
Walnut Creek, California 94596



the Office of ucl ear Reactor Recu ation 

' Rl ated to Operation of 

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit No. 1 

Southern Cal i fornia 'Edi son 

Docket No. 50-206 

Post-Accident Sampling System (NUREG-0737), II.B.3 

intrccucti on 

The post-accident sampling system (PASS) is evaluated for compliance 

with the cri teri a in NUREG-0737, Item 11. B. 3. The licensee should 

provide information on the capability to obtain and quantitatively 

analyze reactor coolant and containment atmosphere samples without 

radiation exposure to any individual exceeding 5 rem to the whole 

body or 75 rem to the extremities (GDC- 19) during and foll owing an 

accident n. which there is core decradato t -Laeriaih lzed 

and ouanti fi ed include certain radionuclides that are indicators of 

severity of core damage (e.g. noble oases, isotopes of iodine and 

cesium, and nonvolatile isotopes), hydrogen in the containment atmos

e and total dic sslvef casesor hydrogen, boron, and chloride in 

reactor ccol ant samples n accordance with the requ ireents of 

NUREG-0737, II.B.3.  

To satisfy the requirements, the licensee should (1) review and modify 

his sampling, chemical analysis, and radionuclide determination cap

abilities as necessary to comply with NUREG-0737, Item II.B.3, and- 

(2) provide the staff with information pertaining to system design, 
analytical capabilities and procedures in sufficient detail to demon

strate that the requirements are met.



By letter dated December 3, 1982, the I censee provided information on 

the PASS.  

Criterion: (1) 

The licensee shall have the capability to promptly obtain reactor 

coolant samples and containment atmosphere samples. The combined 

time allotted for sampling and analysis should be three hours or 

less from the time a decision is made to take a sample.  

The PASS has sampling and analysis capability to promptly obtain press

urized and unpressurized reactor coolant samples, and analyze these 

samples and containment atmosphere samples within three hours from the 

time a decision is made to take a sample. Samples will be taken and 

with the exception of chlorides analyzed at a shielded underground 

sample stati on 400 feet from the control on 

the capability of remote analysis of the reactor coolant, with remote 

collection and dilution of the reactor coolant and containment atmos

phere sampIes for subsequent radiological analysis by using Unit 1 

alveoaory equipment. in addition, the Unit 1 Desel Generators will 

be the alternative ba'ikup power source for the PASS if loss of offsite 

power occurs. The NRC staff has determined that these provisions meet 

criterion (1) of Item II.B.3 in NUREG-0737 and are, therefore, acceptable.  

Criterion: (2) 

The licensee shall establish an onsite radiological and chemical 

analysis capability to provide, within three-hour time frame 

established above, quantification of the following:



a) certa n radionclides inthe react or coolanrt and containment 

a tosphere that ray be I dicateors o tIhe degree of core daace 

(e.g., noble cases; icdines and cesiums, and non-volatile 

isotopes); 

b) hydrogen levels in the containment atmosphere; 

c) dissolved gases (e.g., H2), chloride (time allotted for 

analysis subject to discussion below), and boron concen

tration of liquids.  

d) Alternatively, have in-line monitoring capabilities to perform 

all or part of the above analyses.  

The PASS is capable of analyzing, by grab samples and remotely controlled 

in-line monitors, noble gases, iodines and cesiums, non-volatile isotopes, 

boron, chloride, hydrogen, pH, and dissolved gases in the primary coolant 

and the containment atmosphere.  

The NRC staff finds that the licensee partially meets Criterion (2) by 

establishing an on-site radioligical and chemical analysis capability.  

However, the licensee should provide a procedure, consistent with our 

clarification of NUREG'-0737, Item II.B.3, Post Accident Sampling System, 

transmitted to the licensee on June 30, 1982, to estimate the extent of 

core damage based on radionuclide concentrations and taking into consider

ation other physical parameters such as core temperature data and sample 

location. Guidance for the procedure to estimate core damage is attached 

(Attachment 1). In addition, the licensee should describe the accuracy 

of the chloride analysis.  

Criterion: (3) 

Reactor coolant and contaj.nmeat atmosphere sampling during post 

acciden< conditions shall notsrequire an isolated auxiliary system.
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Eactocr coolEnt and contair ent a ypwre s lng dun no post accident 

conditions does not r equi re an isolated auxiliary sysem to be placed 

in operation in order to perform the sampling function. The PASS 

provides the ability to obtain samples from loop C of the reactor coolant 

system and the containment atmosphere without using an isolated auxiliary 

system. The licensee's proposal to meet Criterio'n (3) is acceptable since 

PASS sampling is performed without requiring operation of an isolated 

auxiliary system and PASS valves which are not accessible after an 

accident are environmentally qualified for the conditions in which they 

need to operate.  

Criterion: (4) 

Pressurized reactor coolant samples are not required if the licensee 

can quantify the amount of dissolved gases with unpressurized reactor 

coolant samples. The measurement of either total dissolved gases or 

H2 gas in reactor coolant samples is considered adequate. Measuring 

the--02 -concentration i's recommended,-Aut isac t readatory., 

The PASS is able to obtain pressurized reactor coolant samples and also 

can quantify the amount of dissolved oases. 0- concentration measure

ment cpabilities is b;eing pv.ided to meet the reCui rEments of Regulatory 

Guide 1.97, Rev. 2. The oxygen analyzer will provide an auto-ranging 

remote readout with four ranges: 0 to 19.9 ppb, a 1.8 to 199 ppb, a 

0.18 to 1.999 ppm and 1.8 to 19.990 ppm. The accuracy of the reading 

is + 4% in the lowest range. The NRC staff has determined that-these 

provisions meet Criterion (4) of Item II.B. 3 in NUREG-0737 and are, 

therefore, acceptable.



Criterion: (5) K . .) 

The time for 'a chloride analysis to be performed is dependent upon 

two factors: (a) if. the plant's coolant water is seawater or brack

ish water and (b) if there is only a 'single barrier between primary 

containment systems and the cooling water. Under both of the above 

conditions the licensee shall provide for a chloride analysis within 

24 hours of the sample being taken. For all other cases, the 

licensee shall provide for the analysis to be completed within 4 days.  

The chloride analysis does not have to be done onsite.  

An undiluted grab sample facility is provided which meets.the 96-hour 

chloride limit for a fresh water plant. The undiluted grap samples will 

be analyzed offsite at General Atomic Company within four days. The NRC 

staff has determined th.at these provisions meet Criterion (5) and are, 

therefore, acceptable.  

Criterion: . 6) 

The desion basis for plant equipment for reactor coolant and con
tainment atmosphere sampling and analysis without radiation exposures 

to any individual exceeding the criteria of GDC 19 (.ppendix A, 10 CFR 

Part 50) (i.e., S. rem whole body, 75 rem extremities). (Note that 

the design and operational review criterion was changed from the 

operational limits of 10 CFR Part 20 (NU-EG-0578) to the GDC 19 
criterion (October 30, 1979 letter from H. R. Denton to all licensees).  

The licensee has performed a shielding analysis to ensure that ope-ra-cor 

exposure while obtaining and analyzing a PASS sample is within accep

table limits. This operator exposure includes entering and exiting the 

sample panel area, operating sample panel manual valves, positioning the 

grab sample into the shielded transfer carts, and performing manual 

sample dilutions, if required, for isotopic analysis: PASS personnel 

radiation exposures from reactor coolant and ontainment atmosphere



2fp i2g ano ranalsis ae winthin re m.hCl e ogy and 75 rem extrc7 ites 

which meet the requiremnts of GDC (19) .and Criterion (6) and are, there

fore, acceptable.  

Criterion: (7) 

The analysis of primary coolant samples for boron is required for 

PWRs. (Note that Rev. 2 of Regulatory Guide 1.97 specifies the 

need for primary coolant boron analysis capability at BWR plants).  

Boron analysis of the reactor coolant will be performed by an in-line boron 

meter with a measurement capability from 100 ppm 4,400 ppm under accident 

conditions with an accuracy of + 2%. We find that this provision meets the 

recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 2 and Criterion (7) and is, 

therefore, acceptable.  

Criterion: (8) 

If in-line monitoring is used for any sampling and analytical 

capability specified herein, the licensee shall provide backup 

sampling through grab samples, and shall demonstrate the 

capability of anai\:ng the samples. Established planning for 

analysis at offsite facilities is acceptable. Equipment provided 

for backup sampling shall be capable of providing at least one 

sample per day for 7 days following onset of the accident, and 

at least one sample per week until the accident condition no 

longer exists.  

The PASS has diluted grab sample capability and undiluted backup 

grab sample capability for sampling within 30 days as required.  

Diluted grab samples will be analyzed at the Unit 1 site and 

undiluted samples will be sent offsite for analysis. Provisions 

to flush in-line monitors are provided in the PASS using demineralized
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water and nitrogen. The NRC staff .hes determined that these provisions meet 

Criterion (8) of Item II.B.3 in NUREC-0727 and a e, therefore, acceptable.  

Criterion: (9) 

The licensee's radiological and chemical sample analysis capability 

shall include provisions to: 

a) Identify and quantify the isotopes of the nuclide categories 

discussed above to levels corresponding to the source term 

given in Regulatory Guide 1.3 or 1.4 and 1.7. Where neces

sary and practicable, the ability to dilute samples to 

provide capability for measurement and reduction of personnel 

exposure should be provided. Sensitivity of onsite liouid 

sample analysis capability should be such as to permit 

measurement of nuclide concentration in the range from 

approximately Im Ci/g to 10 Ci/g.  

b) Restrict backoround levels or radiation in the radiological 

and chemical analysis facility from sources such that the 

sample analysis will provide results with an acceptably 

small error (approxma'tely a factor of 2). This can be 

accomplished through the use of sufficient shielding around 

samples and outside sources, and by the use of a ventilation 

system desion which will control the presence of airborne 

radioactivity.  

The radionuclides in both the primary coolant and the containment 

atmosphere will be identified and quantified. Provisions are avail

able for diluted reactor coolant samples to minimize personnel 

exposure. The PASS can perform radioisotope'analyses at the levels 

corresponding to the source term given in Regulatory Guide 1.4, 

Rev. 2 and 1.7. The activity detection range for reactor coolant
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is 1 to 10' Ci/cc. Radiation background levels will be restricted 

by shielding and ventilation Th the radiological and chemical under
ground sampling station analysis facilities such that analytical 
results can be obtaihed within an acceptably small error (-approxi
mately a factor of 2). The NRC staff finds that these provisions 

meet Criterion (9) and are, therefore', acceptable.  

Criterion: (10) 

Accuracy, range, and sensitivity shall be adequate to provide pertinent 
data to the operator in order to describe radiological and chemical 
status of the reactor coolant systems.  

Analytical accuracies for gamma spectra, boron, hydrogen, pH, and oxygen 

analyses are estimated. The equipment and procedures used for post-accident 

sampling and analyses will be calibrated and chemistry personnel retrained 
in the use of the system on a frequency of at least once every six (6) 

months.  

-The NRC staff finds that the licensee partially meets Criterion (10). The 

licensee should verify that the accuracy is consistent with the guidelines in 
our letter dated June 30, 1982 for chloride analysis. The licensee should 
also provide information on the measurement ranges and sensitivity of the 

procedure to demonstrate on the standard test matrix that the selected pro
cedures and instrumentation will achieve the accuracies.  

A report on the evaluation of Sentry Equipment Corporation and General 

Electric Company analytical chemical procedures for post accident analysis 

is provided for information (attachment 2).  

Criterion: (11) 

In the design of the post accident sampling and analysis capability, 

consideration should be given to the.-following itemhs.:



Pro.sions for purging sanpg .lnes- for reducing plajeout in 

sapl e line, for minimizino sampl e loss or' oi storti on, for 

preventing blockage of sample lines by loose material in the 

RCS or containment, for appropriate disposal of the samples, 

and for flow restrictions to limit reactor coolant loss from a 

rupture of the sample line. The post accident reactor coolant 

and containment atmosphere samples should be representative of 

the reactor coolant in the core area and the containment atmos

phere following a transient or accident. The sample lines should 

be as short as possible to minimize the volume of fluid to be taken 

from containment. The residues of sample collection should be 

returned to containment or to a closed system.  

b) The ventilation exhaust from the sampling station should be 

filtered with charcoal adsorbers and high-effciency particulate 

air (HEPA) filters.  

The licensee has addressed provisions for purging to ensure samples 

are representative, size of sample line to limit reactor coolant loss 

from a rupture of the sample line, and ventilation exhaust from PASS 

filtered through charcoal adsorbers and HEPA filters. Furthermore, 

informaton w<as also provided regarding containment atmosphere sample 

line heat tracing -to ijmit iodine plateout.  

The NRC-staff has determined that the licensee meets Criterion (11) of Item 

II.B.3 or NUREG-0737.  

Conclusion 

The NRC staff concludes that the post- accident sampling system partially 

meets the criteria of Item II.B.3 of NUREG-0737. 'The licensee's responses 

to nine of the criteria are acceptable. The two criteria which have not 

been fully resolved are:
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Criterion (2) provide a core damaqe estimate..racedure.  

Criterion (10) provide information demonstrating applicability of 

procedures and instrumentation in the post accident 

water chemistry and radiatidn environment.  
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ATTACHMENT 1 

A r' 
UKE-R PEPART1ON OF A PROCEDURE 

TO ESTI'ATE CORE DAMAGE 

The major issue remaining to comolete our evaluation of NTOL's for 

compliance with the post-acci dent sampling criteria of INURE-0737 i s, 

pre paration of procedures for relating radionuclide concentrations 

to core damage. To date, none of the applicants has been successful 

in providing an acceptable procedure. As a consequence, each NTOL has 

a license condition which may restrict power operations. One of the 

contributing factors in the applicant's slow responses to t;-his item is 

their confso o xcly what to prepare. The- taheti ~tne 

to provide infomial guidance to each NTOL applicant so that thei r 

procedures, when prepared, will address the core. dam-iaoe estimation in a 

manner acceptable to us.  

We anticipate that preparation of a final procedure for estimating core 

amane tcy take approxiately 12 months. Therefore, we are willing to aecept 

an interim procedure which focuses on fewer radionuclides than are indicated 

in the attachment. The int-erim procedure in conjunction with a f4 irm date 

for the final procedure would be used to remve the power restrictino 

license condition.  

The primary purpose in preparing a oprocedure for relating radionuclide 

concentrations to core am is to be abe to provide a realistic estimate 

or core darrage. We are primarily interested in being able to differentiate 
bet coen Gama. Wel rpitlons; no damage, claddino failures, fuel over

heatino and core melt. Estimates of core damage should be as realistic as 

Cossible. 1n a ore actually has one percent cladding failures, we do not 

want a predictiton of fifty percent core melt or vice versa-, extremes in 

either direction could significantly alter the actions taken to recover 

from an accident. Therefore, the procedure for estimatinn core damace 

sh oLd include not only the m;surement of se-iic radsoonucl1 des it apors 

Weiohted assessmentL o1fLth1ir mea;n-inq bae onal available plant in-dicators.  

Thefolow-ing dis son is intended to provide ceneral quidance Pertainint: 

to the factors which should be considered in orearina a procedure for 

eS6tiatina core damage but is not intended to provide an all inclusive plant 

soecific list.  

The rationale for selecting specific radionuclides to Derforn "core 

darage estimates from fission product release" is included in the Roovin 

Report (p ace 524 through 527, attached). Basically, the Ronovin Re!ort 

states that three 7-major factors rmust be considered when attempting to 

estirate core damage based on radionuclide concentrations.  

1. For the measured radionuclides, what percent of theetotal, aul en 

activity is released on(i.e. is oly gap activity released, is 
sufficient 

acti vi ty released to predict fuel overheating or is the ouantity 

of activity released, only available through core melt?)
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2. What radionuclides are not present (i.e. some radionuclides will, 
in all probability, not be released unless fuel overheatina or 
nelt occurs). The absence of these species bounds the maximum 
extent of fuel damage.  

3. What are the ratios of various radionuclide species (i.e. the gap 

activity ratio for various. radionuclides may differ from the ratio 

in the pellet). The measurement of a specific ratio will then 

indicate whether the activity released came from the gap or fuel 
overheating/melt.  

In addition to the radionuclide measurements, other plant indicators may 
be available which can aid in estimating core damage. These include 

incore temoerature indicators, total quantity of hydrocen released from 

zirconium dearadation and containment radiation monitors. When orovidino 

an estimate of core damaoe the information available from all indications 

should be factored into the final estimate (i.e. if the incore temnerature 

indicators show fuel overheat and the radionuclide concentrations indicate 

no damage, then a recheck of both indications should be performed).  

Consistent with the catecorization of fuel damage in the Rogovin Renort, 

the four major catecories of fuel damaae can be further broken down, 

similar to the following list, consistent with- .state-of-the-art technoioay.  

The suggested categories of fuei-damace are_ intended solely to address fuel 

integrity for ost-accident sampling and do not pertain tomeetinn normal 

off-site doses as a consecuence of fuel failures.  

1. No fuel damace.  

2. Cladding failures (<10%).  

.3. Intermediate cladding failures (10% - 50%).  

4. Major cladding failures (>50%).  

o. Fuel pellet overheating (<10%) 

6. Intermediate fuel pellet overheating (10% - 50%).  

7. Major fuel pellet overheatina (>50%).  

S. Fuel pellet melting (<10%).  

9. Intermediate fuel Dellet meltinn (10% - 50%).  

10. Major fuel pellet melting (>50%).



* Because core decradation will in all probability not take place uniformy, 
the final categories will not be clear cut, as are the ten listed above.  
Therefore, the preparation of a core damage estimate should be an iterative 
process where the first determnination is to find which of-the four'major 
catecories is indicated (for illustrative purroses, only radionuclide 
concentrations will be considered in the followinn example, but as indicated 
above, the plant specific procedure should include inout from other plant 
indicators). Then proceed to narrow down the estimate based on all available 
data and knowledge of how the plant systems function.  

Example 

In a civen accident condition, there is 70% clad failure, sionificant 
fuel overheating and one fuel bundle melted. Utilizing the iterative 
orocess 

First calculate the maximum fuel melted by arbitrarily attributing all 
activity to fuel melt (under these conditions, five to ten melted 
bundles may be predicted). Therefore, the worst possible condition 
is fuel pellet melting." 

Second , calculate the maximum fuel overheated, by arbitrarily attributing 
all activity to fuel pellet overheating (under these conditions, 
mjor fuel pellet overheating is predicted).  

Third, calculate the maximum cladding failures, by arbitrarily attributin 
all activityto claddino failures (under these conditions, greater 
than 100% fuel cladding damage is predicted).  

At this point is is obvious that ma.jor claddino damace is present and that a 

larce amount of fuel pellet overheating has occurred with the potential 
for some minor fuel cllet meltino.  

Fourth, check for the presence of radionuclides which are indicators of 
fuel pellet meltino and overheating. In this instance, obvious 

indicators of overheating will exist along with trace indicators of 
potential pellet melt.  

Fifth, based on the radionuclide indicators of fuel pellet overheatina 

damage (confirmed by incore temperature) make an estimate of how-

much fuel overheated. This result will in all probability indicate 

major fuel pellet overheating.  

Sixth, subtract the activity estimated from fuel pellet overheating, 
DIus the activity attributable to 100% gap release from the total 

activity found. This will result in a negative number because the 

contributions from overestimating cladding damage (100% versus 70%) 
* and fuel overheating (major versus intermediate will exceed the 

activity contribution from one melted bundle.



At this point, k led be judcment vamust be employed to establish the 

best e simate of core damage. Althou h all damaSe could be attributable 

to) cladin da .g nd fuel pellet overheating, the trace of- radionuclide 

-Indicators of fuel pellet melt indicate the possibilit y of some fuel 

melting. Based on knowledge of core -temperature variations, it IS 

highly unlikely that 100% cladding da=maoe would exist without significanlt 

fuel melting. Also, some of the activity attributed to fuel pellet 

overheating must be associated with the amount of fuel pellet melting 

which is indicated. Therefore, the best estimate of fuel damage would 

be that "interme'diate fuel overheating had occurred, with major cladding 

damace and the possibility of minor fuel pellet meltina in one or two 

fuel bundles out of 150 fuel bundles.  

The above example is obviously ideal and makes the major assumptions 

that: 

A. The radionuclie! moitored are at ecual concentrations in all 
A. 

ld/ o 

fuel rods.  

In actuality, at no time will all radionuclides be at equal concen

trations in all fuel rods. 5ecause the imete reach euiabrium 

for each radionuclide is different, due to their hichly variable 

oroduction and different decav rates. Some isotoes will approachre 

equilibrium quickly, while others never reach eouilibrium. erefore, 

it is necessary to factor, 0 a reincor wdeterminin 
which radio nuclide is optimum for monitorino in a iven accid nt 

condition., Probably the o)timum raincie o stima~ino core 

namage will vary as a function of time after refueling and based on 

cower history.  

B. ouilibrated samoes are redil available from all samole locations 

J~ n tant of saCI o onsiceriflg the lar e ol umes oi 

1h-uid and vaoor spaces tnat a leakae source mirates to ano mixes 

with, or other than very large leaks, it will take many ours or 

even days to aoproach equilibrium conditions at all samle locations.  

C. Maximum core de rad~tiofi occurred orior to initiation of sam~l ini.  

Unless total cool ing is iost, core degradation can be antic!-Dateoc 

to progress over a p sriod of hours. Thus, there is not a given 

instant when sampling can be conducted with positive assurance that 

maximum degradation has occurred.  

Considerina that ideal conditions will not exist, then orocedure for 

estimting ce ideamage should be preared in a manner that the effects 

of variables such as time in core life and type of accident are accounted 

fo vTherefore, the proedure e eima-ting core damage should include 

the determination of both short and 
Iona lived gaseous and non-volatile 

radionuclides alonG with ra-tios for aorooriate species. Each separate 

radionuclide analyzed, aiong with Dredicted ratios of selected radionuclides 

would be used to estimate core damage. This process will result in four 

swdaraste estimates of core damage, (short and long-lived, gaseous and 

non-volatiie species) which can be weighed, based on powerhistory, to 

determine the best estimate of core damage.



The cost-accident sampling system locations for liquid and caseous samples 

varies for each plant. To ottain the most accurate assessment of core 

damage, it is necessary to sample and analyze radionuclides from each of 

these locations (reactor coolant, containment atmosphere, containment 

sumos and suppression pool), then relate the measured 'concentrations to the 

total curies for each radionuclide at each sample location. These measured 

radionuclide concentrations need to be decay corrected to the estimated 

time of core damage (to). Their relationship to core damage can be obtained 

by comparing the total quantity and ratios of the radionuclides released 

with the predetermined radionuclide concentrations and ratios which are 

available in the tore based on power history. Assuming one hour per samole 

location to recirculate, obtain and analyze a sample from each location 

it would take hours to perform each of those analyses.  

Based on the above rationale, the final procedure for estimating core 

damage using measured radionuclide concentrations will probably rel-w 

only on one or two sample locations during the initial phases of an 

accident. The ootimum radionuclides for estimatinG core damaae will also, 

in the short term, be based on recent power history. Then equilibrium 

conditions are established at all sample locations, radionuclide analysis 

can be performed to obtain a better estimate of core damac. The speclc 

radionuclides to be analyzed under equilibrium conditions may be diff-lerent 

than those initially analyzed because of initial abundances and 

different decay rates.  

The specific samole locations to be used during the initial phases of an 

accident should be selected based on the tvpe of accident in proare s 

(i .e. for a D\4R, a small liquid line break in the primary containment 

would release only small quantities of volatile species to the dry wel 

Theefoe, amolinc the dry well first would not indicate the true anud 

of core damplae). For same small break accident, if pressure is reduced 

-he -h su D~e si n th 
by venting safety valves to the suppression oool, the- h uoeso 

cha=mber vapor space wvould contain the majority of gaseous activity. In the 

case of a small steam line break, without venting safety valves to the 

suppression pool, the dry well may be the best sample location.  

To account for the variations in prime sample locations, based on tyoe of 

accident, the procedure should include a list of primary samnle locations.  

This list should include both a prime liquid and caseous location and st.ate 

the reasoning used to determine tLhat these* locations are best. Akditionally, 

the procedure should address other plant. indications which ca-nbe used to 

verify that the sample locations selected are best for the specified 

accident condition.  

Finally, the procedure should incorporate plant specific examples which 

show estiAmatLes of core damage based on predicted radionuclide concentrati-ons.  

Methodology for this step is provided by letter of may 4, 1981, from 

McGuire Nuclear Station, Docket No. 50-369.



al~~ )l C. V, .  

E I: D'. C...  

approxi-mtely 20-mInute (7 bunde to d a t t 
4'-minute (lovest power pethchral buncIes) cver most 0, t*~ of 
period afer the top of the ccre was uncoveredemorfem Zircaioy c:z n z bn 
at depths ranging from !%A feet (center bundle) debris that ,o,-bly s of fuel P;! 
to 2 fee: (peripheral bundle) from the top of the ments, part;Ily disso.'ed fuel pa!ets, s' 
fuel rods. Zicaloy oxide, and segments of cmbritil, 

8. Temperatures at which liquefied fuel (UO 2 dis- caloy clad.nc with outer skins of Zircr; 
solved in the zirconium metal-zirconum dioxide ide, al clued tccether with liquefied fuel 
liquid eutectic at about 35DD to 36037) could relatively tight and compact mass cx 
be formed were calculated to have first been entirely across the core from wall to w.  
reached at 6 inches from the top of the fuel in penetrated bX only a few vertical passo; 
the luel rods in the central fuel bundle about 33 at most In addition, fincers of liquefied I 
minutes after the top of the core was un- tEnd downward from the debris Led in 
covered and were reached as low as 36 inches continuous subchennels between fuel ro 
from the top of the fuel. Such temperatures compassing the neichtoring fuel rods 
were calculated to have been reached in the depth of about I foot atcve the botlom 
peripheral bundles at a depth of about 14 fuel stack in he fuel rods. Not less th; 
inches from the top of the fel in about 46 of the fuel assemblies have such finj 
minutes after the core was uncovered and at a F~quefied fuel.  
depth of about 41 inches in 57 minutes.  

9. The peak temoeratures cacu!ltod for the fhel 
rods ranoed from 43707 in about 52 minutes c. Core Dcmaoe Estimates from Fission 
for the hichest powered bundle to a maximum Product Rclease 
of 44127 for a medium powered bundle at 58 
minutes to about 43587 for a lower powered At shuldown the reactor core contained 
peripheral bundle at about 78 minutes. products, activation products, and actinidcs.  

10. The amount of hydrocen form ed by oxiTon ofxeoare 
salid Zircalov cladd;no durine the teoerature and can lffuse through the fuel Pellet to c, 
excurs:on was calculated to be about 308 the cap the fue! anc the ciadd:rg 
pounds, and that formed from all of the dam- lesser exlent, the halogens (iodine and br:' 
aged Z rcaloy, including that contained in the aiso difuse int- the fuel-clad Any pc7 
liquefied fue! present at 3 hours, was calculated of the clding can reiose t nese ission 
to be about 720 pounds. This is the minimum into the reac~or coolant 
amount of hydrocen estimated to have been ! the fuel tempeatures are higher thano; 
formed. The maximum could be as high as 820 lemperatures, out wael bdow melting, other r 
pounds. tivE mater:als are volatilized and cand 

11. The major releases of hydrocen to the contain- Also, difiusion of the noble cases and halo: 
ment cocurred before 4 hours accident time creases so t"at a iacer fraction of these 
and during the long depressuriztion around 8 re;e'_ The release of cesium is quite 
hours. No sicnificant amount of hydrogen was and could be cause-d by compound formatic 
produced after about 4 hours. cause of this variability and what is nov' 

12. The minimum water level occurring in the core about cesium, it is not pssible to determ.  
to 1/ "- en , cisely the tenertr onvhc a reaso*Z' 

up to 3hours is estimated to ha1ve been 4 c:% 

ft from the bottom of the fuel in the fuel rods on fraction of the cesium wouid be released h 
the basis of the amount of hydrogen produced, it is believed lemoeratures wouid not be liv.  
the amount of radicactivity released, the time at 1303C (237 
which sicn!i0cant levels of radioactivity were At higher temperatures that cause the ' 
detected, and the structural damace estimated tion or meltino of huel, some fraction of othc: 
in the core. products such as tefurium can be releastN 

13. The total amount of Zircaloy cxidzed is calcu- rEported show that 'h- escaPe of t!lurium 
lated to be not less than 16400 pounds and on many factors other than temperature.  
may have been as high as 15700 pounds; i.e., oxidizng conditions some ruthenium cn



-The s eof r u d-2s no', 

prove thaZ rert has occurred, but the absence of 

them isa cod inc:ator that me!t has not c::urred. Leaching from !rrad~aled Fuel 

More receVery small fractions of he remaining roups may 

to confIrm previous data, has not resolved all the have been rEesed "cm the very hotest fuel. The 

questions regarcing cn Inseecially e principal mechanism for release of these refactory 

prature cn os-under which fission oeachng. Leaching from rra 

relased.  
any of the fission products and most of the 2 

anylda o:r as ~ -etcoyoie n r er, the work of Katlayarna'9 2 193 and of Forsyth and 

actinides ccur as refractory oxides and areleaching rates are 

released only in reLativeJy small amounts even at 

eievate-d temperatures. However, if damaged fuel data, espcially fo the emrature an itin 

pellets are reeed, some of the more refractorysparse for a reae cal

racactive material can be leached out. This pro- culafion of The rate of leaching, especany when one 

cess is slow and only small fractions of these considers that The condition of the damaged fuel is 

materia!s their way into the coolant by leaching.  

The longer dm~aged fuel is in contact with water, aditiona p o rnu 

the more materials are released. t) effective surface area of irradiated fuel pesent

ed to the water is almost mosil to estimate be

Categories o:son Product Releases and Their cause cf cracking and porosity. Tne most that can 

Relation to Thi-2 be done "t e data is to form an edu

F. s . n pc, ~s ndactriies -anbe ivied cated cuess' as to whethler the fJuel aPpears to be 

Fission prcducs ad atinides can be divided .m in the form cf very large pieces or in the form 

into t'pical release groups, based on the ease with of very ine fagments. ithout adtia data it s 

whncn they are volatiiized. One such grouping (from 

Ref. in order of decreasing volatility.  
~Iiisof. the fragments. However, a small fraction of the 

N cble cases (Kr, Xe) most refractory materia] can be exec'ed to have 

Ha!czens (1. d) isw into t"e reactor coclan n 
SAlkail metals (Cs, Rb) mate leaching calci is cresente-d in A enCix 

N T mne) 11.7. On the ass of approximate it 

V': e ' (Sr, 2a) i s p C .t. cL v ery Iowco 5" ice 

V Nbe metals (Ru, Rh, Pd, Mo, Tc) larce fraction of the fuel can presently be fra:r 
Vi Rare earths and actihides ed and that of zne ;racments is more FKeiy 

Refractor' cxides of Zr and Nb t et n dustlike. A simlier cal
c u!ati on has bteen cridout by oer.' 1 s 

The fraction of gaseous and volatile fission pro
s* , -- d- -er t he'meaueadhe ccusions, although not identical with these, mi 

ducts rel1a1ed depens 1n the temperature and cate that tthe eserved activty may have been 
1 o h a tIh temperature s hhby from Ia-sied. frag

or if the el is highly fragmented, nearly complete ments or Isi 

release of the volatile materials can be assumed. t a f en ; ta 2 i I 

Under the conditions that have been calculated a a 

for the accident at TMI-2, 5ss nearly complete eter 

release of groups I and 1 can be assumed from all 

fuel that was severely damaged, plus some addi

tional fraction from fuel rods whose cladding sias 

perfcrated without damage to the fuel. Thjs addi
trial aMount from perforated but otherwise undam

aged roos is. probably partly balanced by the Principal fuel damage probably started before 3 

amount not reiased from severely damaged fue!. hours ater trne trip. There was probably only 

Ar major fractibn of group III and a much sma!ler mnor damage before 2 hours. The calculated total 

fraction cf group FV could have been released from invary5 of fisson products, activation prouc!Ts, 
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.\ 0Eci0 

2 9 7 x10 Ci ,he air. Cesium, less ;s 5 rv
--esent in t1he ai-' in a in;alcatt.On 1hi 

14 4.47 x0 C1 or hand, the s10ubhy of xeCion ard kryplon 
. vey ow thee Cases v tiil be fond almost entir c! 

111 4.6 x 10 Ci the air.  

IV o summarize, nearly Complete release of no: 
IV 1.61x 10 Ci cases, iod ine, and cesium from damnaced fuel is c), 

V 3.85 x 10 Ci pected, even if the temperature is below the meltn 

VI ~CI pint. SigniFiaant releases of telriumr rutheniurn 

VI 6.34 x and more refractory materials will Cicr only I t 

VII 2.6 I tem perature approaches the melting point Most 
Vl12.69 x 10 CI the nobe gases will be found in air, and most of th 

Vill 4.60 x 10V Ci other fission products will be foundin water.  

To',al .5.11 x 10, ci

DistributiOn of Fission Products at the MI Site 

As. and 55. raTe been arbitrarily 
cooaled on the baSis of 

n C:-.', 
Analyses of samples of containment ur, reast 

c oes no', cule agree with calculted toa p coolant aier, and auxhleat y builer nc tank haler n 

pontoinsm igefin Ref. 97. Re ator colant arniur:, 

andvil more;s rerctr maeraluwllocu olyift 

show b apraween c the ten calculated inve 

amnd actinides is g;- en In T able 11-56 for S hours att~er tory of iodine and cesium isotopes to be in 

coatI 

tese 

measurements 

are 
corrce 

thelnbt gase wil befun naian oteot 

A detal80dxsc0C of the fission productt- dston by waser from the borated water sor, 

Tota - .1xT i 

r~eiase paiiiv,'a\s becins in Section fllB of, Dhs re- fhe factions will be a t of 3 high 

* p tt.hee sortsu ayis inclubed . Radiloac- .Results for refractory materials showv, crerat variii 

*Aile terl reneased to the reactor coolant may 
Ahane en paeaed to the containment b-oratories. Tnere vas a larce variati:n frcm labo 

heouc! h the .open F- uiV ( rC- e2). Som e o d he m a- l t ry to laboratory, in ti 

terial may hae bnushed to the containment p resultS. Analyses of krypton and xenn isnopg: 

on actihe containent islation and then pumpeo 1; ntainent atmosPhere also showed consi

thA dauilry disi H eveno , the coolant may able variation. However, based on te most nru 

have cotwaysned onsy a minute raction of the oial ant isotopes (8OKr and '-e), thee seemed to 

a v mater s time-, it 'Is alhly tr-t a sig- 22% to 621 of the core invrnooey of noebleor c 

nia,- bent fracstion oo the coolant was released before the air. Only 2% to 3% of the 

reactor builoin sump pumps oere fhutdowL m was found mi- t 

Teris an havebelshed tossibiii tha m On Aucust 28, '979, a hole as damIled into 

o r l to the anxilary buidtng apmer pump reactor uilding ano Samples of sump water v..  

shutown.i ns laaewould have ter m~natea rem- .Anlssotee samples showcod 

when the reactor builng was isoated e3 hours to 4c0%m of the core Inventory of ione and casyir2 

ha minutes. 
bone in the reactor building suhep water. In tdot 

M'cost of the material flushed out of the R S pror to iodine and cesium, very sTiall amcunts of Ru.  

ably remained in the reactor b wildine Shome addi- Nb, Sb, La, and Ag were cund As expected.  

tionae material mnay have volatsized rom the make p 9 was found. At most, he amounts corrcP' 

tLank. Asid'e from tLhese losses, which are not ex- e-d to a few millionths of the core Inventory. A! 

Pected to be veryj Large, estimates of the total activi- 0.02%" of the core inventory of 2Tewsfur 

ty, reeased from thie fuel can be made by analyzing Mf of these sample analyses were correcit 

the reactor buildcing air- and water samples, thie reac- decay of the racbonucfldes to the time of nv 

tor coolant, and the auxiliary buil ding tanks. This oeorrrcion process is cepturainly more npc 

Iodine is quite volatile, and It may be supposed than the analyses tiemselves i.e., the 

tht aa- the estimates does not dpend on the aRpjr:io 

41ly reai~zne1 is ~d in the reatoibirn . oedi

onalmateialmay avevolailied fom he mkeu



ar Th. ,,:rC f .I 

Frcm Ineze z suse one can cs2susl. cc jOe s 

eco 40% and SD% of the core nventry of 2. hv C co'-, 

rele o1us -1-!! was released to the cooant 3. cathatn o bubtie s ce, 

only asmall fraction of croup IV was release-- and 

that only minute amounts of the remaiinng 5h rd from the hydrpcen buble.  

were released. The amount of refractory isotopes 
releZsed is cons'stent with leaching (see Appendix 

11.7).. -yronPouto 
These data lend to confirm other analyses of Tv.'o possible sources of hydrogen are co.  

core damage. The data on raoloactivity released sidered- metal-water reactions and radiolysis. 011 

are too sparse and variable for a precise conclusion er conceivable sources include oxidation of UO 

to be made on the amount of core damage; howev- which has not been investloated. The production 

er, the fdlowing conclusions appear to be support- hydroen from metal-waier reactions is known 

ed. have been large; therefore an) hydrogen from 

1. AbCout 50% of the reactor core v.as damaced suf- rr 

ficiently to re!ease the most volatile .fission pro
amounts of hyd'rogeft V, is investigated beczuse 

ducts.  
2. The low fractions of te!!urium, ruthenium, and tei o 

strontium indicate that no significant quantity of t ime of the accident If oxygen had be.  
released, the hydrogen that -was trapped in2 

Sfuel reached the melting point of UO2 (520F).  
The amount of refracto.y isotcpes in the reactor a 
co ola2t is cons ste ntiih leaching.a 

3. '- cacuaton o ube ie 

d. HydroHgen Production, Removal, and Hazard 
sirany metals are oxidized by water. ie react 
;s ver-y slowv at low. temperatures for most meiat~ 
erh scoceiteel a surcesu are oxided at an oncre 

One of the surpises of TMI-2 was the formation ing rate as the tempeaure rises. The oxdation 

of tFr-e am-nounts of hvdrcoen fIrom the reacti'on of zrooeniumi he major constiuent o she ikn c.  

he-57. Tobal volatile bscncprS released from core 

Relmsed IScame s cen of core invensory) 

To ^~e CaIQS> C 

anvironment 0.01 
r ia 

Rp Amosphere 0.o6t - y a 

RBWtr- 0.22 4 0.48'4 0.34' 4 

RC Water - 0. 14' 0.12 0.08' 

Aux. Bldg. Tanks - c s0.03 0.03 0.02 

Totalts 0.486 0.39 . ~0.63 0.44 

1

MSee 
ReR. 

c99 indiavr lsw valuesa o menewrly lessaueomsme 

octes eslimale Bioh s a r in Re!. 197.  
OAverage oT wtservahofo.  
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